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9 Abstract The importance of bodily movements in the

10 production and perception of communicative actions has

11 been shown for the spoken language modality and

12 accounted for by a theory of communicative actions, Cogn.

13 Process. 2010;11:187–205. In this study, the theory of

14 communicative actions was adapted to the sign language

15 modality; we tested the hypothesis that in the fluent pro-

16 duction of short sign language sentences, strong-hand

17 manual sign actions are continuously ongoing without

18 holds, while co-manual oral expression actions (i.e. sign-

19 related actions of the lips, jaw, and tip of the tongue) and

20 co-manual facial expression actions (i.e. actions of the

21 eyebrows, eyelids, etc.), as well as weak-hand actions,

22 show considerable holds. An American Sign Language

23 (ASL) corpus of 100 sentences was analyzed by visually

24 inspecting each frame-to-frame difference (30 frames/s) for

25 separating movement and hold phases for each manual,

26 oral, and facial action. Excluding fingerspelling and signs

27 in sentence-final position, no manual holds were found for

28 the strong hand (0%; the weak hand is not considered),

29 while oral holds occurred in 22% of all oral expression

30 actions and facial holds occurred for all facial expression

31 actions analyzed (100%). These results support the idea

32 that in each language modality, the dominant articulatory

33 system (vocal tract or manual system) determines the

34 timing of actions. In signed languages, in which manual

35 actions are dominant, holds occur mainly in co-manual oral

36and co-manual facial actions. Conversely, in spoken lan-

37guage, vocal tract actions (i.e. actions of the lips, tongue,

38jaw, velum, and vocal folds) are dominant; holds occur

39primarily in co-verbal manual and co-verbal facial actions.

40

41Keywords Sign language � Spoken language � Action

42theory � Manual actions � Oral actions � Facial actions �
43Co-verbal actions � Co-manual actions �Movements � Holds

44Introduction

45Three articulatory systems can be distinguished in signed

46as well as spoken language in face-to-face communication

47(Fig. 1): the manual system (the left and right hands); the

48vocal tract system (the lips, jaw, tongue, velum, and vocal

49folds), including its visible components, called the oral

50system (i.e. the lips, jaw, and visible part of the tongue);

51and the facial system (eyebrows, eyelids, corners of the

52mouth, etc.). The manual system is dominant in the signed

53language modality, since manual signs convey the bulk of

54the linguistic information. The vocal tract system (or verbal

55system, see Table 1) is dominant in the spoken language

56modality, since spoken words convey the linguistic infor-

57mation in this modality. The facial system is not dominant

58from a linguistic viewpoint in either of these two modali-

59ties, since facial actions do not primarily convey linguistic

60information. However, facial expression actions are very

61important in communicating paralinguistic information

62such as the emotional state of the speaker (see the ‘‘facial

63action coding system’’ FACS, [6, 10]). While the dominant

64articulatory system in a language modality is defined as the

65system which, in the absence of all other systems, is

66capable of carrying the linguistic content of a sentence, all

67other (i.e. non-dominant) articulatory systems play an
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68 important role for signaling additional information in face-

69 to-face communication (e.g. [13, 16, 17, 29, 30] for co-

70 verbal gesturing; see e.g. [12, 34] for co-manual mouth-

71 ing). It should be noted that with reference to action theory

72 [23], the term gesture is generally replaced by the term

73 action in this paper. A detailed definition of actions in each

74 articulatory system will be given in the next paragraph.

75 A complication in distinguishing the three articulatory

76 systems introduced above results from the fact that the lips,

77 jaw, and front part of the tongue are part of the oral system

78 (and thus of the vocal tract system) as well as the facial

79 system. On the one hand, these articulators are involved in

80 the realization of speech actions in the spoken language

81 modality as well as in the realization of mute (sometimes

82 speech-like) oral expression actions (‘‘mouthings’’) in the

83 signed language modality (e.g. [12]). On the other hand,

84 the oral articulators are involved in expressing emotional

85 states as well (e.g. corner of the mouth pulling up in

86 ‘‘happiness’’, jaw lowering in ‘‘surprise’’). Thus, these

87 articulators are controlled with respect to linguistic func-

88 tions (i.e. the production of speech or speech-like actions)

89 as well as with respect to paralinguistic functions.

90 Table 1 summarizes the functions of the three articula-

91 tory systems (manual, oral, and vocal) in the two language

92 modalities (signed and spoken). For example, facial actions

93 occur as co-verbal in the spoken language modality and as

94 co-manual in the signed language modality. Also, oral

95 actions occur as co-manual actions in the signed language

96 modality, while manual actions occur as co-verbal actions

97 in the spoken language modality. In addition to signaling

98 emotional states (e.g. ‘‘happiness’’, ‘‘sadness’’, and

99‘‘surprise’’), in sign language, facial actions may also

100convey prosodic information such as ‘‘I have no idea’’ (i.e.

101a facial expression of uncertainty for communicating ‘‘this

102is a question’’; see the sign language example sentence

103given in the next paragraph) or ‘‘that is really true’’ (i.e.

104facial expression of confidence for communicating ‘‘this is

105a statement’’). Thus, facial actions in both modalities in

106most cases are temporally coordinated with a phrase or

107with a whole sentence (i.e. ‘‘phrase timing’’, see Table 1).

108But a considerable portion of co-verbal manual actions in

109the spoken language modality as well as co-manual oral

110actions in the signed language modality are clearly related

111to specific lexemes, i.e. to spoken words in the spoken

112language modality (e.g. [19]) or to manual signs in the

113signed language modality (e.g. [12]) (called ‘‘word timing’’

114here; see Table 1). For example, in the spoken language

115modality, two co-verbal hand actions exhibiting an exten-

116ded index finger may occur in temporal synchrony with the

117words ‘‘there’’ in the sentence ‘‘You have to go there and

118not there!’’ in order to specify the words ‘‘there’’ in more

119detail by communicating specific directions. Or, in the

120signed language modality, a co-manual mute labio-dental

121mouth closing action which signals the (spoken) sound /v/

122may temporally co-occur with the manual ASL sign for the

123word ARRIVE in order to emphasize the lexical meaning

124of that manual sign (see the American Sign Language

125sample sentence ‘‘WOMAN ARRIVE HERE?’’, described

126in detail in the next paragraph).

127It is hypothesized in our action-based approach—which

128can be used as a concept for quantitatively modeling cog-

129nitive and sensorimotor aspects of communication in the

130signed or spoken language modality—that communicative

131actions occurring in the dominant articulatory system are

132executed expediently in order to convey information from

133speaker to listener quickly and efficiently. These actions (a

134sign in the signed language modality; a word in the spoken

135language modality) are sequenced without pauses. Thus,

136the execution of a subsequent action can basically be

137started when the movement phases of all important

138movement sub-actions of the currently executed action

139within a sentence have been accomplished. This leads to

140the hypothesis that no articulatory holds occur in the

Fig. 1 Articulatory systems (facial, oral, and manual) in the signed

language modality. Midsagittal views of the vocal tract system are

displayed in Fig. 3 for the spoken language modality

Table 1 Dominant and non-dominant actions and articulatory systems in the spoken and signed language modalities

Modality Spoken languages Signed languages

Dominant Verbal actions = vocal tract actions vocal tract

articulatory system

Manual actions = hand-arm actions manual

articulatory system

Non-dominant; word timing Co-verbal manual actions manual

articulatory system

Co-manual mute oral actions oral

articulatory system

Non-dominant; phrase timing Co-verbal facial actions facial

articulatory system

Co-manual facial actions facial

articulatory system

For the terms narrow and broad timing, see the text
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141 dominant articulatory system. In the case of signed lan-

142 guage, no articulatory holds occur in the manual system

143 (considering the strong hand only) in the case of fluent

144 signing, while in the case of spoken language, no articu-

145 latory holds occur in the vocal tract system. Furthermore,

146 since actions of non-dominant articulatory systems occur in

147 temporal synchrony with specific actions of the dominant

148 articulatory system and since it can be assumed that a

149 sentence comprises more movement actions in the domi-

150 nant articulatory system than in the non-dominant articu-

151 latory system, it can be hypothesized that holds mainly

152 occur for movement actions of non-dominant articulatory

153 systems in each language modality. In other words, the rate

154 of information given by the dominant system is higher than

155 that of the non-dominant systems, but movement actions

156 occurring in all three systems are temporally well corre-

157 lated, and thus the timing of actions in the dominant system

158 dictate the timing of actions in the non-dominant systems.

159 The Cognitive and Sensorimotor Concept

160 of Communicative Actions

161 Communicative actions are the only vehicle humans are

162 able to use to transfer information in face-to-face com-

163 munication [23]. These actions comprise meaning and

164 form. The meaning of a communicative action is specific

165 linguistic and/or paralinguistic information the speaker

166 intends to transfer to the interlocutor. The form of each

167 communicative action is composed of a number of tem-

168 porally well-coordinated, goal-directed movement sub-

169 actions, which are called elementary movement actions (see

170 the examples given below in this paragraph for different

171 articulatory systems). On the one hand, communicative

172 actions (defined by their meaning) and the discrete

173 descriptions of elementary actions (of which each com-

174 municative action is composed) are both cognitive entities.

175 On the other hand, the planning, programming, and exe-

176 cution of a communicative action are sensorimotor pro-

177 cesses. Thus, the concept of action in spoken as well as in

178 signed languages connects cognitive linguistic and para-

179 linguistic entities with their phonetic or sensorimotor

180 realizations in production. Moreover, the perception and

181 understanding of spoken or signed language units can be

182 exemplified in action theory with respect to this dual nature

183 of actions. On the one hand, the cognitive neural state

184 representing a communicative action must be activated in

185 order to understand that action. On the other hand, com-

186 municative actions comprise elementary movement action

187 units which are the basic vehicles in production as well as

188 in (lower level) perception (see [24] for manual actions).

189 Thus, when elementary movement actions are perceived, it

190 is very likely that there is an activation of neurons that

191represent the appropriate cognitive neural state of the

192superordinate action, since the association of sensorimotor

193neural states, which represent elementary movement

194actions, with cognitive neural states of a superordinate

195communicative action have already been established for

196frequently occurring actions during action acquisition

197(see [23]).

198In the case of communicative actions, the goal of each

199subordinate elementary movement action is shape-forming.

200This shape can be a specific vocal tract configuration which

201produces the specific features of a speech sound; a specific

202shape of parts of the face (e.g. eyebrows, eyelids, and

203corners of the mouth) which together produce a specific

204facial expression; a specific hand orientation, position, and

205hand shape which together produce a specific lexical sign

206language item; or a specific shape of parts of the oral region

207which together produce a specific mute oral expression.

208Shapes accomplished by elementary movement actions are

209distinct, and the amount of shapes required for a mean-

210ingful action is comparable to a bundle of distinctive fea-

211tures which defines that action.

212The basic temporal form of each elementary movement

213action is a movement phase followed by a target phase

214(Fig. 2). During the movement phase, all articulators

215involved in an elementary movement action (e.g. arm,

216palm of the hand, and fingers in the case of a manual

217action; jaw, lower and upper lips, and tongue in the case of

218an oral action) act in a synergetic way in order to reach the

219final shape or target. From a perceptual viewpoint, it can be

220argued that final shape or target need not be fully reached

221in order for the listener to perceive the goal of the ele-

222mentary movement action satisfactorily (see [23]). Thus,

223the target phase of an elementary movement action which

224exhibits the target shape may be relatively short or even

225absent without any negative impact on the perception of the

226important distinctive shapes which are necessary for

227understanding the whole communicative action.

228In the case of spoken languages, elementary vocal tract

229movement actions are, for example, bilabial, apical, and

230dorsal closing actions; glottal and velo-pharyngeal opening

231or closing actions, and shape-forming vocal tract actions

Fig. 2 Temporal organization of an elementary movement action. Its

time course can be divided into a movement phase (blue rectangle)

followed by a target phase (white rectangle). The target is nearly

reached during the movement phase. Many elementary movement

actions do not exhibit a pronounced target phase, since target

perception is mainly done during the movement phase
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232 (see Fig. 3). A meaningful verbal or speech action (e.g. a

233 word) is composed of a number of specific elementary

234 vocal tract actions which must be well coordinated in time

235 in order to produce that action. As an example, all ele-

236 mentary vocal tract movement actions needed for the

237 production of the English word ‘‘palm’’ are given in Fig. 3.

238 The /p/ is produced by a labial closing action temporally

239 coordinated with a velopharyngeal closing action (i.e. to

240 raise the velum) and a glottal opening action. The /a/ is

241 produced by a tongue-lowering action temporally coordi-

242 nated with a glottal closing action. The /m/ is produced by

243 a second labial closing action temporally coordinated with

244 a velo-pharyngeal opening action (i.e. to lower the velum)

245 and with a glottal closing action. In order to combine these

246 three sounds properly for the word ‘‘palm’’, the vocalic

247 tongue lowering action must also be hidden behind the first

248 labial closure in order to avoid a diphthong-like sound.

249 Furthermore, /a/ and /m/ profit from phonation resulting

250 from the same glottal closing action. Thus, a meaningful or

251 lexical verbal action is a spoken word which comprises a

252 number of temporally well-coordinated labial (i.e. lips),

253 lingual (i.e. tongue), velo-pharyngeal (i.e. velum) and

254 glottal (i.e. glottis) movement actions (vocal tract move-

255 ment actions, see Fig. 3). If a word comprises more than

256 one syllable, a syllable tier must be introduced as an

257 intermediate level for syllable sub-actions. It is assumed

258 that the temporal organization of elementary vocal tract

259 movement actions is always done on a syllable level (c.f.

260 [14]). It should be noted, as can be seen in Fig. 3, that

261 during the production of fluent speech, the movement of at

262 least one vocal tract articulator occurs at all points in time;

263 in other words, no absolute holds can be found in the vocal

264 tract system during fluent speech production. Thus, in our

265 example, movement phases of elementary movement

266 actions (marked by blue rectangles in Fig. 3) occur at each

267point in time during the production of this word with the

268exception of the final part of /m/. But in fluent speech, i.e.

269when the word ‘‘palm’’ is produced in context, in this final

270part the next vocalic tongue movement action is normally

271already active for the preparation of the vowel of the fol-

272lowing syllable. It should be noted that the concept of vocal

273tract movement actions as basic units or ‘‘atoms’’ of speech

274production was introduced by Browman and Goldstein [4,

2755] as a concept connecting phonology (cognitive entities)

276and phonetics (speech articulation), and this concept was

277further developed by Saltzman and Byrd [33], Goldstein

278et al. [14, 15] and adopted by Kröger and Birkholz [20, 21],

279by Kröger et al. [22], and by Bauer et al. [2] for German.

280In the case of signed languages, the elementary manual

281movement actions are path, orientation, shape, and sec-

282ondary movement actions (as they will be called through-

283out this paper). Path movement elementary actions lead to

284specific hand movement directions or locations; orientation

285movement elementary actions lead to specific hand orien-

286tations; shape movement elementary actions lead to spe-

287cific hand shapes; and secondary movement elementary

288actions like finger wiggling may be overlaid on other ele-

289mentary movement actions or occur during holds. For basic

290concepts of direction, location, orientation, shape, and

291secondary movement in sign language, see Liddell and

292Johnson [26], Klima and Bellugi [18], Perlmutter [32],

293Stokoe [38, 40, 42]. The composition of a meaningful or

294lexical sign action made up of elementary manual move-

295ment actions is complex. First, each sign action comprises

296at least one strong-hand manual sub-action, but it may

297comprise a sequence of two or more strong-hand manual

298sub-actions; in addition, it may comprise a weak-hand

299manual sub-action (for the terms strong and weak hand see

300e.g. [40]). Each strong-hand (as well as each weak-hand)

301manual sub-action comprises at least one path, orientation,

302shape, or secondary movement elementary action or a

303temporally overlapping combination of two or more of

304these elementary manual movement actions. For example,

305in the sample sentence given below (Fig. 4), the sign action

306for WOMAN comprises a sequence of two strong-hand

307manual sub-actions. For this sign, a shape and orientation

308movement elementary action together with a path move-

309ment elementary action establishes the first strong-hand

310manual sub-action (i.e. spread hand shape, palm orientation

311to the right and contact with the chin at the end of the path

312movement action), while an orientation movement ele-

313mentary action establishes the second strong-hand manual

314sub-action (palm-up orientation; see Fig. 4 and Table 2). In

315contrast, the sign action for ARRIVE comprises a tempo-

316rally co-occurring (asymmetrical) strong- and weak-hand

317manual sub-action. (In symmetrical signs, the weak hand

318mirrors the strong hand; in asymmetrical signs, the weak

319hand functions as a base upon which the strong hand acts,

Fig. 3 Top: Midsagittal views of the vocal tract for different points in

time during the production of the spoken English word ‘‘palm’’.

Middle: Phonetic transcription of the sound segments of this word.

Bottom: Action score for the production of this word using an

articulatory speech synthesis system [20, 22]. Target phases of

elementary movement actions are labeled with words in capital
letters. Movement phases of elementary movement actions are always

indicated as blue rectangles (cf. Fig. 2)
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320 just as the face and body act as bases upon which the strong

321 hand acts.) The strong hand path movement elementary

322 action draws the strong hand down toward the weak hand,

323 resulting in contact with the weak hand. It should be noted

324 that the intermediate level of strong hand manual sub-

325 actions in the sign language modality may be comparable

326 to the syllable sub-action level in the spoken language

327 modality. (See also the concept of syllables in ASL intro-

328 duced by [32], which is in line with our approach).

329 An example of a complete American Sign Language

330 sentence, ‘‘WOMAN ARRIVE HERE?’’, along with a

331 temporal specification of all emerging sign actions, manual

332 sub-actions, and elementary movement actions, is shown in

333 Fig. 4; all sign actions, manual sub-actions and elementary

334 movement actions including their target or shape features are

335 labeled in Table 2. In addition to the three (manual) sign

336 actions WOMAN, ARRIVE, and HERE and the oral

337 expression actions (or mouthings) ‘‘W1, …, W4, A’’, a facial

338 expression action occurs which represents the prosodic cat-

339 egory of this sentence, i.e. QUESTION: the speaker’s facial

340 expression (corners of the mouth down, outer eyebrows up,

341 etc.) is ‘‘doubt’’ during the production of the entire sentence.

342 The duration of each action for the right and left hands, the

343 facial system and the oral system (here labeled as ‘‘mouth’’)

344as well as for gaze and for the body system is shown in Fig. 4.

345The movement phases of all elementary movement actions

346are indicated by dark gray bars. It can be seen from this

347example that the facial expression action ‘‘Q’’ starts before

348the first manual sign actions start and ends when the last

349manual sign actions of this sentence ends—while all oral

350actions (‘‘W1, …, W4, A’’) occurring on the mouth tier

351temporally co-occur with the manual sign actions WOMAN

352and ARRIVE—or, to be more precise, they temporally co-

353occur with the strong-hand manual sub-actions (‘‘W1, W2,

354A’’) occurring on the right-hand tier.

355In the case of both the signed and the spoken language

356modalities, facial expression actions occur. Their purpose

357can be, for example, to communicate the emotional state of

358the speaker (see above). Elementary facial movement

359actions are also called facial action units (AU’s, see [6, 7],

360and the complete system of facial action units is called

361Facial Action Coding System FACS [9] and [10]). As an

362example, a facial expression for the emotional state

363‘‘happiness’’ is shown in Fig. 5. The arrows in the figure

364illustrate that this facial expression action with the mean-

365ing ‘‘happiness’’ results from the activation of at least two

366elementary facial movement actions, i.e. cheek raising

367including passive lid compressing (AU6, [6]) and lip corner

Fig. 4 Score for hand and head–body sub-actions (three main tiers:

right hand, left hand, and head–body) including appropriate elementary

movement actions for the ASL sentence ‘‘WOMAN ARRIVE HERE?’’

produced by speaker 1 (sentence 109 from our corpus [3]). Movement

phases of elementary movement actions are indicated by dark gray
bars. The right hand is the strong hand and left hand is the weak hand in

the case of this signer
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368 pulling (AU12, [6]). Little is known about the temporal

369 relations between the elementary facial movement actions

370 which make up a superordinated facial expression action

371 (i.e. a complete facial expression like ‘‘happiness’’). It is

372 assumed that the movement phases of elementary facial

373 movement actions occur more or less synchronously in

374 time and that these elementary movement actions show

375 hold phases for a considerable time interval (Fig. 5).

376 However, some studies indicate that facial dynamics and

377 thus the movement phases of elementary facial movement

378 actions and their timing are different for different facial

379expressions and that this facial dynamics is a very impor-

380tant factor in the perception of facial expressions [1, 6, 35–

38137, 39].

382In the case of the signed language modality, oral

383expression actions (i.e. mouthings, see [12, 34]) temporally

384co-occur with manual movement actions (see the sample

385sentence above). In some cases, oral expression actions can

386be interpreted as speech-like expressions, and in other

387cases they function in a different way, i.e. adding linguistic

388information to the manual sign action. It is important to

389state that, similarly to facial expression actions, oral

Table 2 Listing of target features for each elementary movement action occurring within the ASL sentence ‘‘WOMAN ARRIVE HERE?’’,

produced by speaker 1 (sentence_109 from our corpus [3])

Meaning

of sign action

Manual sub-action, oral

or facial expression action

Elementary

movement action

Feature

WOMAN Right (strong) hand W1 Shape Spread (all fingers)

Orientation Right

Path Up, contact (thumb) at chin

W2 Shape Spread (little finger and thumb)

Orientation Up

Path Down, contact (thumb) at chest

Oral W1 Oral Closure (for ‘‘w’’)

W2 Oral Open, rounded (for ‘‘o’’)

W3 Oral Bilabial closure (for ‘‘m’’)

W4 Oral Open

ARRIVE Right (strong) hand A Shape Straight, spread thumb

Orientation Down

Path Down, contact with left hand

Left (weak) hand A Shape Straight, spread thumb

Orientation Down

Path Up, contact with right hand

Oral A Oral Labio-dental closure (for ‘‘v’’)

HERE Right (strong) hand H Shape Spread

Orientation Down

Path Right

Left (weak) hand H Shape Spread

Orientation Down

Path Left

QUESTION Oral Q Oral Closure (also labeled as W1)

Facial Facial Mouth corners down; inner brows

down and tightened; outer brows up

Gaze Gaze Toward communication partner

Head-body Head Slightly down

Body Shoulders up

Ending Right hand E All Toward rest position

Left hand E All Toward rest position

Oral E Mouth Closure

Facial, gaze, head-body E Facial Toward neural

The abbreviations for the manual sub-actions and for the oral and facial expression actions are also indicated in Fig. 4. Orientation means palm

orientation. Letters specified as target features for oral expression actions in this table indicate letters of words representing the appropriate sign

action
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390 expression actions are composed of labial, jaw, and apical

391 (i.e. tongue tip) elementary movement actions.

392 In the case of all facial and all oral expressions, the

393 composition of the superordinate meaningful facial or oral

394 expression action is directly based on elementary move-

395 ment actions, without an intermediate level of syllabic sub-

396 actions as is the case for speech or sign actions. In addition,

397 it is assumed that all elementary movement actions that

398 make up a facial or oral expression action exhibit more or

399 less temporally synchronous movement phases. Thus, in

400 this study, i.e. in the action-based analysis of our ASL

401 corpus, movement phases are determined for facial and oral

402 expression actions without a detailed temporal analysis of

403 the subordinate elementary movement actions.

404 Thus, the concept of communicative actions made up of

405 specific temporally well-coordinated elementary move-

406 ment actions can be applied in a similar way to all three

407 articulatory systems important in face-to-face communi-

408 cation, i.e. the manual system, the vocal tract (including

409 oral) system, and the facial system. It is our hypothesis that

410 with respect to the language modality (i.e. signed or spo-

411 ken) the ‘‘temporal tightness of actions’’ can vary from

412 system to system. Thus, in the signed language modality, a

413 high level of temporal tightness of actions is assumed for

414 the manual system, and thus the temporal organization of

415 sign actions dominates the temporal organization of co-

416 manual oral and facial actions. Conversely, in the spoken

417 language modality, a high level of temporal tightness of

418 actions is assumed for the vocal tract system, and here the

419 temporal organization of speech actions dominates the

420 temporal organization of co-verbal manual and facial

421 actions. The detailed hypotheses we will test in this study

422 are derived from a preliminary inspection of an American

423 Sign Language (ASL) corpus. The hypotheses are the

424following: (1) All lexical signs occurring in fluent sign

425language production can be mapped onto sign actions. (2)

426Each sign action (i.e. each manual sign action occurring in

427the signed language modality) is made up of one or more

428temporally sequent strong-hand sub-action plus up to one

429temporally co-occurring weak-hand sub-action; and these

430sub-actions comprise elementary manual movement

431actions (path, shape, orientation, and secondary movement

432actions). (3) Sign actions do not show absolute holds (i.e.

433complete hold of the strong hand for more than 100 ms) in

434short non-emphatic sentences (short statements or ques-

435tions), while the co-occurring or co-manual mute oral

436expression actions as well as the co-occurring or co-manual

437facial expression actions (and in the case of asymmetrical

438signs, the co-occurring weak-hand sub-actions) show con-

439siderable absolute holds (i.e. complete holds of the oral,

440facial, or weak-hand manual system for more than

441100 ms).

442It should be noted that the weak hand in asymmetrical

443signs functions as a spatial base for strong hand move-

444ments, and as such it shows holds (called buoys; see e.g.

445[28]). But articulatory timing is always dominated by the

446strong hand, in asymmetrical signs as well as in single

447strong-hand signs or in symmetrical signs. Thus, it is suf-

448ficient to analyze the strong-hand movements in order to

449test hypothesis three (stated above). Moreover, it is

450important to state that hypothesis three only holds for short

451sentences (as occur in our ASL corpus). The sentences

452occurring in our ASL corpus are (neutral) statements or

453short questions. In face-to-face communication, strong

454hand holds may occur which signal e.g. the end of a sen-

455tence (‘‘That’s all I want to say now, so please take a turn

456and answer’’); a strong emphasis on a lexical item; or the

457beginning and end of a contrastive phrase. Thus, sentence-

458final sign actions are excluded from analysis even in our

459short sentence corpus. But these more discourse-related

460features are beyond the scope of this paper.

461Methodology

462A 201-sentence ASL corpus recorded at the National

463Center for Sign Languages and Gesture Resources at

464Boston University [3] which comprises 201 videos of short

465sign language sentences produced by 3 different signers

466(2 female ‘‘speakers’’, 32 and 38 years old, 1 male

467‘‘speaker’’, 42 years old, all born deaf and native ASL

468signers) was chosen for visual analysis. One hundred ran-

469domly chosen sentences of this corpus were used for the

470analysis (our main data set). A further forty sentences of

471the ASL corpus were used for annotation training purposes

472(our training data set). Frontal views of the speakers were

473used, and the video frame rate was 30 frames per second.

Fig. 5 Top: Examples for facial expressions of the emotional states

‘‘neutral’’ and ‘‘happy’’ (from [41]). Arrows indicate the activated facial

regions for two elementary movement actions: cheek raiser AU6 and

lips corner puller AU12 (see text). Bottom: Hypothetical time course of

movement and target phase for both elementary movement actions
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474 The term ‘‘speaker’’ is used here for both the signed and the

475 spoken language modalities. In addition to the video data,

476 the lexical sign items were already given for each sentence in

477 the order in which they appear in each sentence; e.g.

478 WOMAN, ARRIVE, HERE for the sample sentence

479 exemplified above. A sign language annotation tool was

480 developed which makes possible the annotation of: (1) the

481 temporal location of strong- and weak-hand manual sub-

482 actions for each sign action; the temporal location of facial

483 and oral expression actions; (2) the temporal location of

484 movement phases for all elementary movement actions

485 occurring in the manual system (right and left hand); (3) one

486 (overall) movement phase for each oral or facial expression

487 action; and (4) movement phases for gaze, head, and other

488 body movement actions. The tool makes possible a frame-

489 by-frame inspection of each video image and the annotation

490 of a time stamp for the beginning and end of each manual

491 sub-action for the right and left hand and for each facial and

492 oral expression action (small vertical lines in Fig. 4) as well

493 as for the movement phase of each elementary movement

494 action (horizontal gray bars for secondary, shape, orienta-

495 tion, path, mouth (i.e. oral), facial, gaze, head, and body

496 movements in Fig. 4). The manual system is divided into the

497 right-hand and left-hand sub-systems, where the right hand

498 is the strong or dominant hand and the left hand is the weak

499 or non-dominant hand for all three speakers in our corpus.

500 The head–body system comprises the oral articulatory sys-

501 tem, which is labeled ‘‘mouth’’ in our annotation tool

502 (Fig. 4) and the facial system. The annotation of the

503 beginning and end of the movement phase of manual, oral,

504 and facial elementary actions was done through frame-by-

505 frame inspection of the video images.

506 For the manual system, path movements are defined as

507 movements of the arm which lead to translation move-

508 ments of the palm; orientation movements are defined as

509 additional rotational movements of the palm resulting from

510 lower arm rotations and wrist movements; shape move-

511 ments are defined as movements of the fingers leading to

512 specific hand shapes (e.g. spread fingers, straight or flat,

513 compact or fist, curved or c-shaped, etc.); and secondary

514 movements are defined here as well as in sign language

515phonology as additional overlaid movements such as finger

516wiggling or finger circling (e.g. [32]).

517In the case of manual actions, the annotation procedure

518was done in two steps. In step one, a gross time interval

519was annotated for left- and right-hand manual sub-actions.

520In step two, timestamps for the beginning and end of each

521movement phase of each elementary movement action

522were annotated. Annotation was done independently by

523two annotators. During an initial training phase, the two

524annotators exchanged and discussed their annotation results

525in order to establish a common approach for annotation

526(annotation of 20 sentences from the training data set).

527After this training phase, one annotator transcribed the

528complete main data set (100 sentences). These data were

529used later for the analyses. Of these 100 sentences, speaker

5301 (female, 32 years old) uttered 35 sentences, speaker 2

531(female, 38 years old) uttered 29 sentences, and speaker 3

532(male, 42 years old) uttered 36 sentences. Mean sentence

533duration was 2.66 s (between min = 1.37 s and

534max = 4.87 s). Later, the second annotator analyzed 20

535sentences which were a subset of the main data set. This

536annotation done by the second annotator was performed in

537order to evaluate the degree of congruence of annotations.

538The degree of congruence of annotations came out to be

539acceptable (see Table 3): among these 20 sentences, 65

540identical sign actions were annotated by both persons.

541Moreover, in total, 173 elementary movement actions were

542annotated consistently by both persons, i.e. 62 path

543movement, 65 shape movement, 38 orientation movement,

544and 8 secondary movement elementary actions. All ele-

545mentary movement actions were detected by both annota-

546tors, and no additional elementary movement action was

547noted by either of the annotators; no elementary movement

548action remained undetected by either of the annotators. In

549terms of the time stamp, the annotation of the beginning

550and end of the movement phases of these elementary

551movement actions (173 items) was identical between the

552two annotators in 102 cases (59.0%). In the cases in which

553there were disparities between the annotators, the differ-

554ence was a single frame (i.e. 33.3 ms) in 61 cases (35.2%);

555there was a difference of two or more frames in only 10

Table 3 Number of elementary movement actions in each articula-

tory system (manual, oral, and facial), annotated by two persons (see

text) (1) without any temporal divergence (2) with a temporal

divergence of one video frame (temporal interval of 33.3 ms), and (3)

with a temporal discrepancy of two or more video frames (temporal

interval equal to or greater than 66.6 ms) concerning the timestamp

for the beginning and/or end of the movement phase of each

annotated elementary movement action

System Elementary movement

actions, annotated in total

No temporal

divergence

Temporal divergence =

one frame (33.3 ms)

Temporal divergence C

two frames (66.6 ms)

Manual 173 (100%) 102 (59.0%) 61 (35.2%) 10 (5.8%)

Oral 68 (100%) 18 (26.5%) 38 (55.9%) 12 (17.6%)

Facial 52 (100%) 12 (23.1%) 32 (61.5%) 8 (15.4%)
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556 cases (5.8%). Sign actions as well as oral expression

557 actions occurring in a sentence-initial or sentence-final

558 position were excluded from our analysis, since we assume

559 that these actions may be produced with a different tem-

560 poral behavior, e.g. more slowly compared to actions

561 produced in fluent utterance context. In addition, finger-

562 spelling was excluded from our sign action analysis due to

563 the overabundance of hand shape movements in compari-

564 son with other (normal) sign actions.

565 In the case of oral expression actions, the annotation

566 convention was to annotate the sequence of lip movement

567 actions with increasing and decreasing distances between

568 the upper and lower lips, representing vowel- or consonant-

569 like speech sounds. Thus, for the oral articulatory system,

570 the primary annotations were the opening and closing

571 actions of the mouth; however, a further annotation of oral

572 actions was done by inspecting whether lips were wide

573 open or narrow and whether lips were rounded or spread in

574 the case of opening actions; or whether a constriction was

575 formed in a bilabial, labio-dental or apical (i.e. tongue tip)

576 way in the case of closing actions. For each oral expression

577 action, it was sufficient to annotate only one timestamp

578 each for the beginning and end of the movement phase of

579 all elementary movement actions (lips, jaw, tongue). As

580 was done for the manual actions, the two annotators

581 developed a similar way of annotating points in time for the

582 beginning and end of movement phases of oral actions on

583 the basis of 20 sentences of the training data set. Subse-

584 quently, one person annotated all 100 sentences of the main

585 data set, while the second person annotated 20 of these 100

586 sentences in order to evaluate the degree of congruence of

587 the annotations. The degree of congruence was acceptable

588 (see Table 3): among these 20 sentences, 68 oral expres-

589 sion actions were annotated by both persons. All oral

590 expression actions occurring in these 20 sentences were

591 detected by both annotators, and no additional oral

592 expression action was notated by either of the annotators.

593 No temporal difference in the annotation of the beginning

594 and end or the movement phase of oral actions occurred for

595 18 oral expression actions (26.5%). In the cases in which

596 there were disparities between the annotators, difference

597 was one frame (i.e. 33.3 ms) in 38 cases (55.9%) and two

598 or more frames in only 12 cases (17.6%). All oral

599 expression actions which temporally co-occur with exclu-

600 ded sign actions (sentence initial, sentence final, and fin-

601 gerspelling) were excluded from our analysis.

602 In the case of facial expression actions, the annotation

603 convention was to concentrate mainly on the eye region,

604 i.e. on eyebrow and eyelid movements. In addition,

605 expressive changes with respect to the cheek and mouth

606 region were analyzed if they were visually dominant. The

607 annotation of facial expression actions was done using the

608 FACS technique [7, 10]: i.e. by inspecting whether inner or

609outer eyebrows were raised or lowered; whether upper

610eyelids were raised (eyes wide open) or eyelids were partly

611closed; whether cheeks or upper lips were raised; whether

612the corners of the mouth were pulled up or down; and/or

613whether lips were stretched or pressed. As for the manual

614sub-actions and oral expression actions described above,

615the annotators developed a similar technique of annotating

616the beginning and end of movement phases of facial

617actions separately on the basis of all 40 sentences of the

618training data set. Subsequently, one person annotated all

619100 sentences of the main data set, while the second person

620annotated 40 of these 100 sentences in order to evaluate the

621degree of congruence between annotators. The degree of

622congruence was acceptable (see Table 3): among these 40

623sentences, 52 facial expression actions were annotated by

624both persons. All facial expression actions occurring within

625each sentence were detected by both annotators, and no

626additional facial expression action was notated by either of

627the annotators; no facial expression action remained

628undetected by either of the annotators, and no facial

629expression action was added by either of the annotators.

630There was no temporal difference between the annotators

631in the annotation of the beginning and end or the movement

632phase of facial actions for 12 facial expression actions

633(23.1%). In the cases in which there were disparities

634between the annotators, the temporal difference in anno-

635tation of the beginning and/or end of the movement phase

636of facial expression actions was one frame (i.e. 33.3 ms) 32

637cases (61.5%) and two or more frames in 8 cases (15.4%).

638Sentence-initial facial actions were included in our analysis

639if these facial expression actions were held for longer than

640the initial manual sign action.

641Results

642Suitability of the Theory of Communicative Actions

643for ASL

644We were able to apply the theory of communicative actions

645introduced in chapter 2 of this paper in a straightforward

646way to our corpus of ASL data. One major result of this

647study is that we were able to account for all movements of

648all articulators in all tiers (manual, oral, facial) as move-

649ment phases of elementary movement actions and assign

650each elementary movement action to a superordinate

651manual sign, oral expression, or facial expression action.

652For the manual system, we were able to map all lexical

653signs occurring in the sentences produced by the speakers

654onto sign actions where each sign action is made up of one

655or more strong-hand manual sub-actions and up to one

656weak-hand sub-action and where these sub-actions com-

657prise elementary movement actions as described above.
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658 While manual movement actions are assigned to sign

659 actions via the intermediate state of strong- and weak-hand

660 manual sub-actions, oral and facial elementary movement

661 actions can be assigned directly to a superordinate oral or

662 facial expression action.

663 For the manual articulatory system, we were able to

664 identify 365 sign actions comprising 520 strong-hand

665 manual sub-actions (many sign actions are composed of

666 two temporally sequential strong-hand manual sub-actions)

667 in our main data set (i.e. 100 ASL sentences). All temporal

668 intervals representing the sequence of strong-hand manual

669 sub-actions occur with no gaps in all sentences (see the

670 sample sentence given in Fig. 4). Each sentence is finalized

671 by a manual ‘‘end’’ or ‘‘to-rest’’ movement action (not

672 included in our analysis). In the case of the weak hand, ‘‘to-

673 rest’’ movement actions also occur during the course of a

674 sentence if the weak hand is not used for sign production

675 during a longer part of that sentence. Moreover, we were

676 able to annotate the beginning and end of all movement

677 phases of all elementary manual movement actions

678 occurring for the right and left hands, and we were able to

679 allocate all elementary movement actions to the previously

680 annotated strong- or weak-hand manual sub-actions and

681 thus to superordinate sign actions.

682 Concerning the oral system, we were able to annotate

683 480 oral expression actions in total from the main data set

684 (Table 4), and we were able to assign each of these oral

685 expression actions to manual sign actions on the basis of

686 temporal co-occurrence. Concerning the facial system, we

687 were able to annotate 177 facial expression actions in total

688 from the main data set (Table 4; one to three facial

689 expression actions per sentence).

690 Different Types of Sign Actions in ASL

691 In the case of the manual system, five basic types of sign

692 actions, comprising different numbers of strong-hand

693 manual sub-actions and different numbers of elementary

694 movement actions within a strong-hand manual sub-action,

695 were identified on the basis of our corpus analysis. The five

696 types of sign actions are single path, serial path, shape-

697 secondary, path-shape synchronous, and shape-tap. In the

698case of a single path type sign action (e.g. in sign actions

699such as I, YOU), only one strong-hand manual sub-action

700occurs. The movement phase of the path movement ele-

701mentary action covers the duration of the entire sign action,

702while the movement phase of the shape movement ele-

703mentary action is completed in the first half of the sign

704action (Fig. 6a). An orientation movement elementary

705action is optional and can occur in temporal synchrony

706with the shape movement elementary action. In the case of

707a serial path type sign action (e.g. in sign actions such as

708WORK, SEE), two subsequent strong-hand manual sub-

709actions occur (Fig. 6b). The first or initial strong-hand

710manual sub-action is organized like the strong-hand man-

711ual sub-action that occurs in the single path type. This

712initial strong-hand manual sub-action basically moves the

713strong hand to its sign-initial position and adjusts the sign-

714specific hand shape; then the path or orientation movement

715elementary action of the second strong-hand manual sub-

716action is executed. This elementary movement action of the

717second strong-hand manual sub-action covers the sign-

718specific movement. This type of sign action mainly rep-

719resents signs of the ‘‘HMH’’ type or ‘‘HM’’ type in the

720movement hold phonology paradigm [26, 40], and here the

721first strong-hand sub-action of the sign action can be

722interpreted as an epenthetic movement which sets up the

723hand shape and hand position of the first ‘‘H’’ (hold) of the

724sign. The shape-secondary type sign action (e.g. in sign

725actions such as GERMANY, PLEASANT) also comprises

726two subsequent strong-hand manual sub-actions (Fig. 6c).

727The initial strong-hand manual sub-action is comparable to

728that of the serial path type, i.e. an epenthetic movement

729action which sets up the initial hand shape and hand

730position for the sign. The subsequent strong-hand manual

731sub-action mainly comprises a secondary movement (ele-

732mentary) action (e.g. finger wiggling, see [32]). In many

733cases, no path movement occurs during the second strong-

734hand manual sub-action (e.g. GERMANY). Only in few

735cases did a path movement elementary action occur in

736addition to the secondary movement (elementary) action

737during this second strong-hand sub-action (e.g. PLEAS-

738ANT). The path-shape synchronous type sign action (e.g.

739in sign actions such as LEAVE, TAKE) also comprises two

Table 4 Number of strong-hand manual sub-actions, oral expression actions, and facial expression actions produced by all three speakers in our

main data set (100 sentences)

System Speaker 1 (35 sentences) Speaker 2 (29 sentences) Speaker 3 (36 sentences) All speakers (100 sentences)

Total No holds Holds Total No holds Holds Total No holds Holds Total No holds Holds

Manual 176 176 (100%) 0 (0%) 180 180 (100%) 0 (0%) 164 164 (100%) 0 (0%) 520 520 (100%) 0 (100%)

Oral 149 107 (72%) 42 (28%) 148 113 (76%) 35 (24%) 183 155 (85%) 28 (15%) 480 375 (78%) 105 (22%)

Facial 60 0 (0%) 60 (100%) 53 0 (0%) 53 (100%) 64 0 (0%) 64 (100%) 177 0 (0%) 177 (100%)

A distinction is made with respect to whether an action or sub-action exhibits an absolute hold or not
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740 sequential strong-hand manual sub-actions. The initial

741 strong-hand manual sub-action is organized as described

742 for the serial path type, i.e. an epenthetic movement action

743that sets up the initial hand shape and hand position for the

744sign. Within the second strong-hand manual sub-action, a

745temporally synchronous movement phase occurs for a

746shape movement and for a path movement elementary

747action which forms the sign-specific change in hand shape

748as well as the sign-specific hand movement which covers

749the entire duration of the second strong-hand manual sub-

750action (Fig. 6d). The shape-tap type sign action (e.g. in

751sign actions such as NEW) mainly occurs as a reduced

752form of a serial path type sign action. The temporal orga-

753nization of the strong-hand manual sub-actions of this sign

754action (Fig. 6e) is mainly like that of a single path type, but

755here the path movement elementary action includes a tap,

756i.e. a cursory touch of a body part (e.g. the cheeks, chin, or

757weak hand).

758The analysis of the main data set (100 sentences) and

759three speakers revealed that single path types are most

760frequent, followed by serial path, shape-secondary and

761path-shape synchronous types (Fig. 7). The shape-tap type

762occurred in our corpus only three times in the 365 sign

763action items we analyzed.

764A further quantitative analysis was done for 15 tokens of

765each of the four most frequent types of sign actions (i.e.

766single path, serial path, shape-secondary and shape-path

767synchronous, covering 99% of all sign actions in our main

768data set; see Fig. 7). Five tokens were chosen randomly per

769speaker and per type of sign. The quantitative analysis was

770performed for (1) total duration of the sign action; (2)

771duration of the movement phase of the shape movement

772elementary action (i.e. shape movement duration); and (3)

773movement peak velocity (i.e. peak velocity of the path

774movement elementary action within the second or sign-

775specific strong-hand manual sub-action in the case of serial

776path, path shape synchronous, and shape-secondary types;

777or within the first or only strong-hand manual sub-action in

778the case of the single path type). The movement velocity

779was calculated from the trajectory of strong hand positions

780over time. These trajectories were derived by an automatic

a

b

c

d

e

Fig. 6 Temporal organization of elementary movement actions for

the strong hand path, orientation, shape, and secondary movement tier

for five different types of sign actions, i.e. a single path, b serial path,

c shape-secondary, d path-shape synchronous, and e shape-tap type.

Solid blue bars indicate the movement phases of elementary

movement actions. Solid light blue bars indicate optional elementary

movement actions

Fig. 7 Frequency of occurrence of different types of sign actions

based on the analysis of the main data set (100 ASL sentences). In

total, 365 sign actions (=100%) were analyzed
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781 tracking algorithm applied to the video data and adjusted

782 for the palm of the strong hand [8]. The raw velocity data

783 were Gaussian-smoothed using a time window of 8 sam-

784 ples (i.e. 266 ms). The analysis revealed that the duration

785 of the movement phases of all shape movement elementary

786 actions is constant at approximately 150 ms—with the

787 exception of the path-shape synchronous movement type,

788 where it is approximately 200 ms (Fig. 8). The total

789 duration of a sign action is approximately 250 ms for the

790 single path type; the total duration of a sign action is

791 approximately 450–550 ms in the case of the serial path

792 and shape-secondary type, i.e. approximately double the

793 length, presumably due to the fact that these types com-

794 prise two subsequent strong-hand manual sub-actions.

795 Thus, it can be concluded that path movement elementary

796 actions—which determine the length of most strong-hand

797 manual sub-actions—are of a constant length, i.e. approx-

798 imately 250 ms. The total duration of a sign action of the

799 path-shape synchronous type is slightly shorter than that of

800 the serial path or shape-secondary type, presumably

801 because the second strong-hand manual sub-action in the

802 case of this type is a temporally synchronous shape and

803 path movement elementary action. This second strong-

804 hand manual sub-action is slightly shorter than the second

805 strong-hand sub-action in a serial path or shape-secondary

806 type of sign action (i.e. approximately 200 ms, see Fig. 8),

807 presumably because a compromise must be struck here

808 between the duration of the shape and the path movement

809 action. These results indicate a specific duration for groups

810 of elementary movement actions which make up a sign

811 action across different speakers and different sign mean-

812 ings. Moreover, movement peak velocities estimated for

813the sign-specific path movement indicate a constant peak

814velocity of approximately 1 m per second. In the case of

815the shape-secondary type, the movement peak velocity is

816approximately zero, since no elementary path movement

817actions occur; only stationary secondary movements (ele-

818mentary) actions occurred in the tokens analyzed here.

819Movement and Hold Phases in Manual, Oral, and Facial

820Actions of ASL

821A further major result of this study is the finding that sign

822actions performed with the strong hand do not show

823absolute holds (i.e. no complete hold of the strong hand for

824more than 100 ms; weak-hand holds were not analyzed

825here), while the co-occurring or co-manual mute oral

826expression actions as well as the co-occurring or co-manual

827facial expression actions show considerable absolute holds

828(i.e. complete hold of the oral or facial system for more

829than 100 ms). Within the main data set, strong-hand

830manual actions show no holds (0%, i.e. 0 of 520 actions);

831all facial expression actions show holds (100%, i.e. 177 of

832177 actions); and oral expression actions are in between

833these two extremes with around 22% holds (i.e. 105 of 480

834actions) over all three speakers (Table 4). The number of

835strong-hand manual sub-actions, facial expression actions,

836and oral expression actions per sentence is given as a

837histogram in Fig. 9. It can be seen that—compared with the

838total number of strong-hand manual, facial expression, and

839oral expression actions (i.e. 520, 177, 480)—the number of

840facial expression actions per sentence (around 2) is con-

841siderably lower than the number of oral expression and

842manual strong-hand actions per sentence (around 5 for

Fig. 8 Box plots of total duration of a sign action, of duration of the

movement phase of the shape movement elementary action and

movement peak velocity values for the four most frequent types of

sign actions. If no median is plotted, the median in all cases coincides

with the upper end of the quartile range. Movement peak velocity is

estimated by using hand position tracking data [8]. Significant

differences in values for different types of sign actions are indicated

by horizontal lines (* p \ 0.05; ** p \ 0. 01 from post hoc Tukey-

HSD-test following one factor multivariate ANOVA)
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843 each). The finding that facial expression actions are related

844 to the phrase or sentence, while oral expression actions are

845 directly related to sign actions (i.e. strong-hand manual

846 sub-actions), will be discussed below.

847 An important observation arising from the annotation

848 procedure was that there is little variation in total duration

849 for strong-hand manual sub-actions, while there is a great

850 deal of variance in the total duration of oral expression

851 actions. In order to test the hypothesis that the total dura-

852 tion of strong-hand manual sub-actions is relatively

853 invariant while that of oral expression actions is variable,

854 we created histograms which plot the number of strong-

855 hand manual sub-actions and oral expression actions

856 against the total duration of these actions (Fig. 10). It can

857 be seen that the mean duration of strong-hand manual sub-

858 actions is approximately 250 ms, with a total range of

859 approximately ± 150 ms (i.e. maximum of 400 ms) for all

860 speakers. However, in the case of oral expression actions,

861 some actions are dramatically longer—up to 1300 ms for

862 speaker 1, up to 1100 ms for speaker 2 and up to 900 ms

863 for speaker 3. It will be posited below that these

864 oral expression actions with extremely long durations

865especially exhibit absolute holds (indicated by the dark

866gray bars in Fig. 10). In addition, it can be seen from

867Fig. 10 that there are more oral expression actions than

868strong-hand manual sub-actions (light gray bars) with a

869total duration of less than 200 ms.

870The high number of oral expression actions with a total

871duration below 200 ms found in our analysis can be

872explained by the fact that the movement phase of ele-

873mentary movement actions is relatively short in the case of

874oral expression actions in comparison with the movement

875phase, e.g., of path movement elementary actions within

876strong-hand manual sub-actions. This leads to a shorter

877duration for oral expression actions in comparison with

878strong-hand manual sub-actions, if both actions are no-hold

879actions (i.e. they exhibit either short hold phases or no hold

880phases within their subordinate elementary movement

881actions). The finding of a high variance in the total duration

882of oral expression actions in contrast to low variance in

883total duration of strong-hand manual sub-actions can be

884explained by the fact that strong-hand manual sub-actions

885are the dominant timing unit in ASL production and thus

886are of approximately constant duration (see upper row of

Fig. 9 Histogram of the

distribution of number of

sentences exhibiting specific

numbers of strong-hand manual

sub-actions, oral expression

actions, and facial expression

actions (in total for all three

speakers)

Fig. 10 Histogram of the

distribution of number of

strong-hand manual sub-actions

(top row, gray bars) and oral

expression actions (bottom row)

with respect to the duration of

the actions and sub-actions,

respectively. Oral expression

actions are divided with respect

to actions exhibiting no holds

(light gray bars) and those

exhibiting holds (dark gray
bars). In the case of strong-hand

manual sub-actions, no holds

occur (see also Table 4). The

time difference of duration per

bar is 33.3 ms
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887 Fig. 10 and general discussion below), while the timing of

888 oral expression actions must be related to that of (super-

889 ordinate) sign actions. We were able to distinguish three

890 different kinds of relations between oral expression actions

891 and sign actions: (1) only one single oral expression action

892 (e.g. a C-like mouth closing or a V-like mouth opening oral

893 expression action) is related to one sign action; (2) a sub-

894 sequent unit of two oral expression actions (e.g. a CV-like

895 mouth closing-opening sequence) is related to a sign

896 action; and (3) no oral expression action is related to a sign

897 action. An example of a mouth closing oral expression

898 action is given in Fig. 4 and Table 2; see the oral expres-

899 sion action which is related to the sign action ARRIVE.

900 Two examples of a sequence of mouth closing-opening

901 oral expression actions is given in Fig. 4 and Table 2; see

902 the oral expression actions which are related to the sign

903 action WOMAN. Here, each sequence of two oral

904 expression actions is related to one of two subsequent

905 strong-hand manual sub-actions W1 and W2. Since sign

906 actions can be composed of one, two, or even more tem-

907 porally sequential strong-hand manual sub-actions, at least

908 three cases of timing relations between oral expression

909 actions and strong-hand manual sub-actions can be differ-

910 entiated: (1) a sequence of two oral expression actions is

911 timed with respect to one strong-hand sub-action. In this

912 case, it is most likely that the first oral expression action is

913 very short and that its elementary movement sub-actions

914 exhibit no hold phases. (2) One oral expression action is

915 timed with respect to one strong-hand manual sub-action,

916 and the next oral expression action is timed with respect to

917 the next strong-hand manual sub-action. (3) One oral

918 expression action is temporally related to a (first) strong-

919 hand manual sub-action, but one or more subsequent

920 strong-hand manual sub-actions follow in time without

921 being related to the next oral expression action. In this case,

922 it is most likely that the oral expression action is relatively

923 long and that it exhibits hold phases (see lower row in

924 Fig. 10). In Table 5, all oral expression actions exhibiting

925 holds, as well as their relation to strong-hand manual sub-

926 actions, are shown. In total, we found 75 oral expression

927 actions that exhibit holds and which are related to one

928 strong-hand manual sub-action with no subsequent strong-

929 hand manual sub-actions occurring during the hold phase

930 of the same oral expression action (n = 1), while there

931 were 30 oral expression actions that were related to one

932 strong-hand manual sub-action with two of more sub-

933 sequent strong-hand manual sub-actions occurring during

934 the hold phase of the same oral expression action (n = 2, 3,

935 4). These 30 oral expression actions comprising cases

936 n = 2, 3, and 4 (see Table 5; 19 oral expression actions for

937 speaker 1, 7 oral expression actions for speaker 2, and 4

938 oral expression actions for speaker 3) exhibit long dura-

939 tions from approximately 500 ms up to approximately

9401400 ms (see Fig. 10). A closer inspection of the data

941reveals that the duration of oral expression actions is

942approximately 500–750 ms for n = 2, 750–1000 ms for

943n = 3, and more than 1000 ms for n = 4 and higher. This

944finding is in line with the finding that the duration of

945strong-hand manual sub-actions is approximately 250 ms.

946Furthermore, the between-individual comparison of total

947numbers of strong-hand manual sub-actions and oral

948expression actions indicates that speakers 1 and 2 use oral

949expression actions less often than speaker 3 (speaker 1: 176

950manual to 149 oral actions; speaker 2: 180 manual to 148

951oral actions; speaker 3: 164 manual to 183 oral actions; see

952Table 4). This finding is also reflected in the between-

953individual differences concerning the distribution of the

954duration of oral expression actions for these speakers. Here,

955speaker 3 exhibits a high number of oral expression actions

956which last less than 250 ms, while speakers 1 and 2 exhibit

957more oral expression actions with long durations including

958holds.

959Another important observation arising from the anno-

960tation procedure was that—in contrast to (manual) sign

961actions—oral expression actions exhibit noticeable abso-

962lute hold phases, i.e. perceived holds for the complete oral

963articulatory system (lips, jaw, and tip of the tongue if

964visible), while sign actions do not exhibit this kind of

965noticeable absolute hold phase for the strong hand. The

966procedure for detecting noticeable absolute holds was as

967follows: two persons viewed the videos of all 100 sen-

968tences in normal play mode (no slow motion or single-

969frame inspection was allowed in this case). These two

970viewers were asked to identify oral absolute holds. All

971holds identified by both viewers were labeled as noticeable

972absolute holds; they are indicated by dark gray bars in

973Fig. 10. A subsequent single-frame inspection of these

974noticeable absolute holds indicated that these oral

Table 5 Number of oral expression actions which exhibit holds (105

in total), sorted with respect to the number of related strong-hand

manual sub-actions (n = 1, 2, 3, 4) over which these oral expression

actions are held

Speaker 1 Speaker 2 Speaker 3 Total

Oral Manual Oral Manual Oral Manual Oral Manual

n = 1 23 0 28 0 24 0 75 0

n = 2 14 14 6 6 2 2 22 22

n = 3 3 6 1 2 2 4 6 12

n = 4 2 6 0 0 0 0 2 6

Total 42 26 35 8 28 6 105 40

In addition, the number of strong-hand manual sub-actions which are

not associated with an oral expression action are given (second col-

umn for each speaker). In total, the number of strong-hand manual

sub-actions (520) exceeds the number of oral expression actions (480

including hold and non-hold oral expression actions) by 40
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975 expression actions exhibit an absolute hold phase equal to

976 or longer than 100 ms (i.e. three video frames without any

977 visible change for the appropriate articulatory system).

978 From Fig. 10, we can conclude that oral expression actions

979 exhibiting noticeable absolute holds are longer than

980 200 ms in total duration (i.e. duration of movement and

981 hold phases), and that these oral expression actions can last

982 up to 1300 ms. It can be hypothesized that these holds

983 occur due to the fact that manual sign actions are ongoing

984 during oral expression actions and thus that the beginning

985 of the execution of the subsequent oral expression action

986 must be delayed until the manual articulatory system is

987 ready to execute the next sign action.

988 A further perception experiment performed by the same

989 two viewers was performed. The task was to detect

990 noticeable absolute hold phases in the strong-hand system.

991 In this task, no absolute holds were found if signs in sen-

992 tence-initial and sentence-final position and fingerspelling

993 were excluded. Even if these sign actions were included,

994 our analysis of the main data set would exhibit only 9 sign

995 actions with absolute holds in sentence-final position and

996 only 3 sign actions with absolute holds in sentence-initial

997 positions. All 3 of the sentence-initial holds were instances

998 of fingerspelling, and a fourth (i.e. only one) instance of

999 fingerspelling exhibiting a noticeable hold occurred in a

1000 non-initial and non-final sentence position. And even when

1001 fingerspelling is included, only 0.3% of all sign actions

1002 exhibit holds if sentence-initial signs are excluded; this

1003 figure rises to 1.1% of all sign actions if sentence-initial

1004 signs are included.

1005 The visual inspection of facial expression actions as

1006 done by an annotator using our annotation tool for

1007 detecting facial holds was performed in the same way as

1008 described above for the oral system. Our results, listed in

1009 Table 4, clearly indicate that all facial expression actions

1010 exhibit noticeable hold phases. The total durations of all

1011 facial expression actions are displayed in Fig. 11, and they

1012 indicate that these actions—like the oral expression actions

1013 which exhibit hold phases—show a rather long total

1014 duration and a high level of variation in duration. The total

1015 duration of these facial expression actions is between

1016 approximately 400 and 2800 ms for speakers 2 and 3 and

1017 between approximately 300 and 2500 ms for speaker 1.

1018 Thus, the histogram of durations of facial expression

1019 actions (Fig. 11) is comparable to the histogram of oral

1020 expression actions exhibiting hold phases (the dark gray

1021 bars in Fig. 10).

1022 Discussion

1023 Since most description systems for sign languages are

1024 symbolic (for ASL see e.g. the Stokoe notation, cf. [38, 40,

102542]), one of the primary goals of this study was to establish

1026an annotation system which specifically takes into account

1027the quantitative temporal features of signed language

1028production and which is compatible with the cognitive and

1029sensorimotor concept of action theory as has already been

1030introduced for the spoken language modality [23]. This

1031goal has been reached, and moreover we were able to

1032verify our hypothesis that sign actions are composed of

1033strong- and weak-hand manual sub-actions and that these

1034sub-actions are composed of elementary movement

1035actions. Thus, elementary movement actions can be

1036assumed to be the ‘‘atoms’’ of sign language production

1037and perception in a manner parallel to the way vocal tract

1038actions are assumed to be the ‘‘atoms’’ of spoken language

1039production and perception [4, 25, 5, 14, 23, 25]. Five major

1040types of sign actions were identified on the basis of our

1041corpus analysis and described in detail. These types are

1042comparable to various types of signs introduced in move-

1043ment and hold phonology (e.g. M-, HM-, and HMH-type

1044signs; see [26, 32]). As noted above, we did not focus on

1045weak-hand sub-actions in our analysis of holds, although

1046they were annotated in our study as well; however, we

1047found that even weak-hand sub-actions are composed of

1048elementary movement actions. Furthermore, it is well

1049known that signs are organized as either single strong-hand

1050signs, symmetrical signs, or asymmetrical signs. In the case

1051of the hold analysis as done here, it was sufficient to ana-

1052lyze strong-hand manual sub-actions, since in the case of

1053symmetrical sub-actions, both hands act in a comparable

1054way; and in the case of asymmetrical signs, the strong hand

1055is the main acting hand, while the weak hand serves as a

1056spatial basis for strong hand movements. Thus, the analysis

Fig. 11 Histogram of the distribution of number of facial expression

actions with respect to duration of the actions and sub-actions,

respectively. In this case, all actions exhibit hold phases (see also

Table 4). The time difference of duration per bar is 66.6 ms
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1057 of strong-hand holds is sufficient in order to identify

1058 absolute manual holds, since a strong-hand hold is a pre-

1059 condition for an absolute manual hold.

1060 Despite the fact that we did not find absolute holds for

1061 the strong hand in fluent sentence production of ASL, our

1062 findings are still compatible with the paradigm of move-

1063 ment and hold phonology (e.g. [26, 40]). ‘‘No absolute

1064 hold’’ means that the strong hand is in fact moving with

1065 respect to at least one of all temporally co-occurring ele-

1066 mentary movement actions, i.e. path, shape, orientation, or

1067 secondary. Thus, hand shapes are mainly constant during

1068 the second half of shape movement elementary actions,

1069 while path and/or orientation movements are still ongoing

1070 (see discussion of different types of sign actions and see

1071 Fig. 6). Even at the end of a path movement elementary

1072 action, which is the beginning of a further path or orien-

1073 tation movement elementary action of the following

1074 strong-hand manual sub-action, there is a change in

1075 movement direction which is often accompanied by a zero

1076 crossing of movement velocity. Thus, even in the case of

1077 the absence of explicit holds—e.g. for a sequence of path

1078 movement elementary actions exhibiting no target (or hold)

1079 phase—humans perceive the ‘‘hold’’ of the sign in the

1080 terminology of movement and hold phonology, since

1081 humans are capable of extracting a goal or target during the

1082 movement phase of a goal- or target-directed elementary

1083 movement action as a cognitive entity [23].

1084 One further finding of our study can be called the tem-

1085 poral form principle of sign actions. Our quantitative

1086 analysis of the duration of movement phases of hand shape

1087 movement elementary actions and path movement ele-

1088 mentary actions indicated a constant duration of approxi-

1089 mately 250 ms for path movements. This is thus also the

1090 duration of strong-hand manual sub-actions for most action

1091 types. We also found a constant duration of approximately

1092 150 ms for the movement phase of their shape movement

1093 elementary actions. Only in the case of path-shape syn-

1094 chronous action types (i.e. approximately 4% of all sign

1095 actions) was the duration different—approximately 200 ms

1096 for the (important) second strong-hand manual sub-action.

1097 This gives sign actions a specific temporal structure, and

1098 this temporal structure may facilitate sign perception, e.g.

1099 the perceptual segmentation of continuously ongoing hand

1100 and arm movements into sub-action and elementary

1101 movement action units out of which the distinctive features

1102 of sign actions is extracted. But because the data pool of 60

1103 different signs used for this quantitative analysis is rather

1104 small, these conclusions are preliminary. In further studies,

1105 this hypothesis of a temporal form principle should be

1106 tested on the basis of a larger data corpus.

1107 One major hypothesis supported by this study is that

1108 holds mainly occur in non-dominant articulatory systems in

1109 each language modality. In this study, we were able to

1110demonstrate that in the signed language modality, no

1111absolute holds occur for the strong hand in the manual

1112articulatory system, while considerable holds occur in the

1113oral system (22% of all sign actions) and facial system

1114(100% of all sign actions). This lack of absolute holds in

1115manual actions (again, if sentence-initial and sentence-final

1116signs and fingerspelling are excluded; with absolute holds

1117in only 1.1% of all non-sentence-final signs if fingerspell-

1118ing is included) supports the assumption that because of the

1119dominance of the manual articulatory system in the case of

1120the signed language modality, articulators of the dominant

1121system are in continuous motion in order to perform

1122actions and transfer information quickly.

1123Note that one of the central hypotheses of action theory

1124is that target shapes (i.e. ‘‘holds’’) of movement actions can

1125be identified from the movement phase of elementary

1126movement actions. Thus, no hold phases are needed, at

1127least in the case of path and orientation movement ele-

1128mentary actions. This can be interpreted as a temporal

1129optimization of the transfer of linguistic information in

1130face-to-face communication. In the signed language

1131modality, the manual articulatory system dominates the

1132temporal pattern of communicative actions, so holds

1133mainly occur in the non-dominant co-manual articulatory

1134systems (i.e. the oral and facial systems). The aim of our

1135next study is to test this hypothesis for the spoken language

1136modality. Here, it can be assumed that the elementary

1137vocal tract movement actions dominate the temporal pat-

1138tern of communicative actions, while the non-dominant co-

1139verbal manual and facial actions may exhibit noticeable

1140holds (a well-known type of co-verbal manual holds are

1141‘‘post stroke holds’’ [17]). Future studies could compare the

1142findings based on the present corpus with discourse data in

1143order to gain further insight into the opportunities such a

1144quantitative approach can offer regarding the correlation of

1145the temporal dimensions of holds, cognitive pressures, and

1146communicative strategies (cf. [11, 27, 31]).
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